Introduction.
The fundamental concept of the continuum theory of mixtures, that of modeling the mixture as a collection of distinct continuous bodies coexistent in space, is both clear and intuitively pleasing. However, it is not a simple matter to decide what form the corresponding equations of balance should take. In [1] Oliver introduced an axiomatic derivation of balance laws for mixtures of rigid continua; in [2] Williams extended the axioms to motions of non-diffusive mixtures. It was hoped that such derivations might serve to give a more substantial base to the classical field theories for mixtures, but in fact the resulting equations differ significantly from the usual ones.
In this paper we illustrate these distinctions by considering the equation of balance of forces for a non-diffusive mixture. We present the classical formulation, then the formulation of Oliver and Williams and finally a related but different formulation which has been suggested in a note by Gurtin, Oliver and Williams [3] We say that elements A, C £ B are separate if A A C = 0, and we let sep B"' denote the collection of separate pairs (A, C) in B2. By a mixture we mean a body B together with its collection B of subbodies and an index set I = {1,2, • • • , n] whose elements are called constituents. Physically, of course, we picture the mixture as a set of spatially coincident bodies within the region B. For each constituent i in I and element A in B, A t shall denote the part of constituent i occupying the region A in B. We shall refer to B, as the zth constituent body.
Let V designate the translation space of £. We define a force system, for a non-diffusive mixture to be a collection of functions Fu , F', i, j £ I with the following properties: fi'.S -> is given as the force on S which must be supported by the ith constituent. 
This requires that the force exerted on by the mixture plus the force exerted on A, by the environment of B must be zero. The forces in (i)3 and (1) are presumed to be represented as follows: 
JA JdAC\dB for every A £ B. Here T, , bte and />, are respectively £(13), V, U-valued functions on B with the following interpretations: T, is the partial stress tensor for constituent i, b° the external body force on constituent i, and p{ the total diffusive force exerted on constituent i. Using 
Defining2 T = £i£7 T, as the global stress tensor and using (6), we obtain div T + £ fa + W) = 0. 
iei Eqs. (7) and (8) require £ P> = 0.
iei If forces /, be prescribed on S C dB, then the boundary conditions for T, are Tin\s = /, .
Eqs. (6) and (9), together with the boundary conditions (10), are the equations of force balance for the classical theory.
4. Balance of forces in the OW theory.
The axiomatic approaches to the theory of mixtures proposed by Oliver [1] and Williams [2] impose more stringent requirements on the system. Balance of forces for A, alone is ensured by (2) as in the classical theory. But, in addition, the requirement of balance of forces for such compound elements as At yj A j leads to the following set of balance equations: 
•'A JdAl^dB for every A £ B and i £ /. Here o-" s and r,, s are defined for any smooth manifold S in B and map S into 13; /, maps dfi into 13; p,, and b' map B into 13. Here o-,,ax is the density of the force exerted on A { by C, through the surface of contact <3/1 dC; is the density of the force exerted on A { by A,• through the surface dA] /, is the density of the /orce exerted on B{ by the environment of B across the surface of contact dB] pu is the density of the diffusive force exerted by B, on Bi , and b' is as before.
In addition the axiomatic scheme yields for all i, j £ I Ta* = -<Ti,s (i ^ j),
for every smooth manifold S in B. By using Eqs. (12)- (15) 
<?i * + <Tji~S = 0, i 7^ j.
The complete set of local balance equations is then given by (19). If forces ji be pre scribed on S C dB for the ?'th constituent, then boundary conditions for this system are Tun |s -2 T-#S = fi >
TijW, |s + Ti,S + TjiS = 0.
The latter can also be written, using (15), as
TijU |S -<7;,8 -0\,S = 0.
By construction there are no further conditions necessary in order to guarantee balance of forces for the entire mixture. If we define 7\ = ^2,ei Tu and p, = -Va > summing (19)2 over j ^ i and adding the result to (19), yields
which is exactly of the form (6). However, the boundary conditions for T, are, using (20), T,n |5 + E t,,5 = /. , (22) *€/ iVi which differs from (10). Recapitulating, for this system, the basic equations are (19) with boundary conditions (20); as a consequence of these we obtain the balance equation (21) and Pi is as before.
In order to ensure that the force functions are additive it is necessary that c.;S + t= -<r,,"S -T.-r* (« ^ j),
for all S. From (26), (27) and (29) Again (32) is exactly the same as (20). Thus, except for the auxiliary condition (29), this formulation yields exactly the same local equations oj balance, ivith the same boundary conditions as the formulation in Sec. 4. As before, there are no further equations necessary to guarantee the balance of forces, but exactly as before it is possible to formulate a global stress balance equation for the entire mixture and to introduce the stress tensors T, which apparently correspond to the classical stress tensors.
